What is HİME offering?

**Edition Basics**
- Manage Actors and Dependencies
  - Easy to Use
  - Models Managed
  - Interoperability Supported
- Manage Links between Actors
  - General İ Editor
  - İME
  - İME v1.0
  - İME Instance
- Manage Intentional Elements
  - Manage SR Elements
  - Manager Elements Managed
  - Intentional Elements Managed
  - Goals Managed
  - Softgoals Managed
  - Tasks Managed
  - Resources Managed
  - Links Managed
- Model Analysis
  - Complete Subactor View
  - Future Work
  - Represent Model Graphically

**Inheritance**
- Operations on Intentional Elements
  - Extension
  - Redefinition
- Refinement
- Only Relevant Information in Subactor

**İStarML**
- Syntax
- Semantics

**Navigability**
- Inheritance on Dependencies
- Complete Subactor View

**References to our work**